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LTi Technology Solutions Announces Sponsorship of Asset Finance Provider of the Year Award 

April 11, 2024 – LTi Technology Solutions, a charter member in the equipment finance industry, 
is proud to announce its sponsorship of the AFC Asset Finance Provider of the Year Award at 
the upcoming 2024 AFC Summer Awards. This prestigious award honors a leading consumer 
asset and/or business asset finance provider operating in the UK and/or Europe, demonstrating 
exceptional value to its customers, industry partners, workforce, investors, and broader 
communities and environments. 

The 2024 AFC Summer Awards will focus on People, Planet and Profit – with a particular 
emphasis on people and excellence in ESG. There are 15 awards in total, grouped into four 
categories: Community, People, Personal Achievement and Planet. The awards are assessed and 
voted on by an independent panel of industry experts, and are designed to showcase the very best 
in asset finance, and to acknowledge organizations and leaders who have committed to making 
real change. 

Celebrating excellence across the asset, and equipment finance industries, the AFC Summer 
Awards are scheduled to take place on July 9, 2024, at City Central, located within the grounds of 
the Honourable Artillery Company in London.  The AFC Asset Finance Provider of the Year 
Award recognizes an organization that exemplifies strong financial success and delivers 
outstanding outcomes for its customers. Nominations are open until April 12, 2024. 

Commenting on LTi Technology Solutions' sponsorship of the AFC Asset Finance Provider of the 
Year Award, Robert Taylor, Managing Director, UK at LTi Technology Solutions Inc., stated "The 
asset finance industry serves as the driving force behind the asset sector's smooth operation, and 
at LTi, we recognize its critical importance. Sponsoring the AFC Asset Finance Provider of the 
Year Award for 2025 is an honor for LTi. It offers us an opportunity to celebrate the innovators 
within this sector and elevate the companies that break barriers and drive meaningful change” 
continued Taylor.  

The 2023 Asset Finance Provider of the Year winner, sponsored by LTi Technology Solutions, 
was Time Finance, recognized for being at the forefront of delivering market-leading solutions, 
driving change and delivering robust funding solutions that inspire confidence and growth. 

Know an asset finance institution distinguishing itself both for its financial acumen and 
commitment to delivering exceptional solutions for its clientele? Nominate them today at 
https://afcawardsuk.com/summerawards2024/en/page/categories.  
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To see a full list of the award categories and individual awards, visit Asset Finance Connect’s 
Summer Awards website [https://afcawardsuk.com/summerawards2024/en/page/home] to add 
nominations for award winners before April 12th. 

About LTi Technology Solutions 

LTi Technology Solutions delivers a full lifecycle leasing and loan finance platform to equipment 
finance companies, captives, small ticket, middle market and independent banks throughout the 
US, UK and Canada from their Omaha, NE headquarters. Backed by comprehensive and integrated 
interfaces, their powerful technology solutions allow for improved efficiencies and decisioning. 
ASPIRE, a highly configurable platform, empowers clients to scale their business by streamlining 
the transaction lifecycle. 

 


